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The bait-lamina test is one of the few available methods for measuring the functional activity of soil animals,
which was standardized for soil health assessment by ISO 18311. The bait consumption is measured visually on
discrete scales. A two-point scale (0 or 1) is used more often, but the threshold for bait consumption scores varies
from study to study: 1 point is assigned either to a hole that has been perforated to any extent, or to a hole that
has been at least half perforated, or to a fully empty hole. Less often, a three-point scale (0, 0.5, and 1) or a fivepoint scale (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1) can be used. We investigated how much the use of different scales can
influence statistical inferences.
We have established that a point on a five-point scale is directly proportional to the proportion of the mass
consumption of bait, so in this scale the value of feeding activity is an acceptable surrogate for the bait con
sumption rate. We analyzed outcomes of the bait-lamina test for 7 measurement rounds at the control area and
an area highly polluted with metals near the copper smelter. We assumed the most accurate five-point scale to be
the reference and compared it to six less precise scales with fewer points (two three-point and four two-point
scales). The difference between the reference and such rough scales depends on the percentage of intermedi
ate points (0.25, 0.5, and 0.75). It turned out that intermediate values are by no means rare (from 11% to 100%
of all non-zero values), and in the polluted area they are almost twice as common as in the control area (66% and
28%, respectively). Because of this, the relative difference between the reference scale and rough scales is 2–4
times greater at the polluted site than at the control site. This can lead to a bias in the effect size index: for the
rough scales, the log Response Ratio can either double or decrease by one-third relative to the reference scale.
This increases the probability of type I and II errors in statistical hypothesis testing.
Thus, the outcomes of the bait-lamina test are not invariant relative to the measuring procedure. The threepoint scale and ISO 18311 two-point scale are the least biased relative to the reference scale. The use of other
rough scales carries a risk of artifacts and should be avoided.

1. Introduction
The bait-lamina test (BLT), proposed by Von Törne (1990) 30 years
ago, is very popular for estimating the feeding activity of soil detri
tivores. Despite its exceptional simplicity, or thanks to it, it has found
wide application in many areas: when comparing the activity of soil
detritivores in soil fertility gradients (Geissen et al., 2007; Rożen et al.,
2010; Spehn et al., 2000), when studying the dynamics of soil animals
(Eisenhauer et al., 2018; Musso et al., 2014; Thakur et al., 2018), when
comparing modes of agricultural land management (e.g., Birkhofer
et al., 2011; Graenitz and Bauer, 2000) and forest practices (Römbke
et al., 2006), when assessing the effect of plant invasion (Pehle and
Schirmel, 2015), fires (Musso et al., 2014; Podgaiski et al., 2014), forest
fragmentation (Simpson et al., 2012), urbanization (Bergman et al.,

2017), pesticide application (Förster et al., 2011; Larink and Sommer,
2002; Niemeyer et al., 2018), and soil pollution (e.g., André et al., 2009;
Boshoff et al., 2014; Filzek et al., 2004; Vorobeichik and Bergman,
2020), in assessing remediation processes (Van Gestel et al., 2001), in
addition to standard ecotoxicological tests for earthworms (Jänsch et al.,
2017) and potworms (Bart et al., 2018), etc. The use of the BLT for
evaluating the quality of contaminated soils is standardized by ISO
18311 (ISO, 2016). The BLT has been repeatedly recommended for in
clusion in the minimum set of soil health indicators as one of the few
available methods for estimating the functional activity of soil animals
(Griffiths et al., 2016; Ritz et al., 2009; Römbke, 2014). Recently, in
terest in the BLT has increased due to the need to incorporate soil
detritivores in carbon cycle models (Siebert et al., 2019; Thakur et al.,
2018).
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The BLT has been described in detail in ISO 18311 (ISO, 2016).
Methodological aspects of the BLT have repeatedly attracted attention:
e.g., different composition of the bait (Helling et al., 1998; Simpson
et al., 2012), the choice of the exposure duration (Gongalskii et al.,
2003; Gongalsky et al., 2008; Van Gestel et al., 2003; Vorobeichik and
Bergman, 2020), and the required sample size for statistical tests
(Welsch et al., 2019) has been discussed.
The BLT was originally proposed as an express method, which
implied a rapid visual measurement of bait consumption on a discrete
scale. It was initially declared that although the inevitable coarsening
can lead to loss of information and its distortion, such losses are
compensated by the speed and rigor of the test (Von Törne, 1990).
However, different coarsening options are possible, in terms of both the
scale roughness, i.e., the number of the scale points, and the algorithm of
assigning the consumption value to this or that point. As far as we know,
the BLT outcomes obtained using different scales and/or different al
gorithms have not been compared before.
All algorithms are equivalent to each other in two extreme points, i.e.
absolutely untouched and fully empty holes, but differ in intermediate
points, i.e. partially perforated holes. In the original BLT, Von Törne
(1990) suggested evaluating the feeding activity of soil detritivores on a
two-point scale: 0 – the bait is not perforated, 1 – the bait is perforated to
any extent (provided that artifacts, i.e. cracks in the bait, are excluded if
it dries or deforms). Many have used this algorithm (e.g., Joschko et al.,
2008; Pehle and Schirmel, 2015). The ISO 18311 recommends coars
ening the two-point scale from the other side – with a decrease: 1 point
corresponds to the consumption of the bait by at least half, and in all
other cases the consumption is assumed to be 0 (ISO, 2016). This
recommendation was also followed by many (e.g., André et al., 2009;
Bart et al., 2018; Spehn et al., 2000), or the threshold for a score of 1 was
slightly moved from 50% to 30% of bait consumption (Niemeyer et al.,
2018). Sometimes an even more decreasing algorithm was used: a score
of 1 corresponds to a fully empty hole, and in all other cases the con
sumption is 0 (Podgaiski et al., 2014). In several works, instead of a twopoint scale, a three-point scale was used, adding an intermediate
gradation of 0.5 (bait was partially consumed) (Siebert et al., 2019;
Thakur et al., 2018). In our previous research we used a five-point scale
in which points corresponded to the approximate proportion of the area
of bait consumed: 0 – untouched; 0.25 – consumed about 25%; 0.50 –
about 50%; 0.75 – about 75%; and 1 – fully empty (Bergman et al., 2017;
Vorobeichik and Bergman, 2020; Vorobeichik et al., 2007).
The authors did not always report which algorithm was used to
attribute bait consumption to a score (e.g., Geissen et al., 2007; Larink
and Sommer, 2002) or insufficient detail in the description would not
allow for its unambiguous reconstruction (e.g., Birkhofer et al., 2011;
Graenitz and Bauer, 2000). A variety of coarsening algorithms may be an
additional source of uncertainty when summarizing the results of many
studies in subsequent meta-analyses. Consequently, it is important to
know how large an error can be caused by combining data obtained
using different scales and different algorithms.
For a more accurate estimate of bait consumption, colorimetric
measurements of plant protein concentrations in bait residues after
exposure were suggested instead of a visual score (Godwin and O’Neill,
2007). This approach, as well as the more laborious residual mass
measurement, is certainly the most accurate possible and the least
influenced by the operator. However, we do not know of any detailed
description of this modification, nor of any attempts to apply it. To the
best of our knowledge, all BLT applications are based solely on visual
estimates of bait consumption in discrete scales.
Obviously, the coarsening of the scale may shift the estimate of the
bait consumption rate, i.e. understate or overestimate it. Of course, the
absolute values of feeding activity are not important per se, but only
when comparing control (‘good’) and experimental (‘bad’) sites
(Römbke, 2014). However, if the value or, moreover, the direction of the
bias differs in comparable sites, it may lead to a shift in the final value of
the difference between the sites and, consequently, to erroneous

conclusions. Taking into account that under strong impacts, for example
metal pollution, not only the abundance, but also the composition of soil
macroinvertebrate communities change dramatically (Vorobeichik
et al., 2019), such shifts are possible. A question arises: how much can
algorithms of scale coarsening influence the inferences about the dif
ferences between control and experimental sites? The aim of our work is
to find an answer to this question.
In this paper, we compare a five-point scale and the coarser scales.
We consider a five-point scale to be the reference scale that provides the
most precise information on bait consumption compared to other scales.
To characterize it, we have analyzed the relationship between the score,
i.e. the proportion of bait consumed by area, and the proportion of bait
consumed by mass, which most accurately characterizes the rate of
consumption.
We compare control area with sites polluted by copper smelter
emissions. At polluted sites, the abundance of detritivores is sharply
reduced due to high soil toxicity (see 3.1). Control and polluted sites
should therefore vary greatly regardless of the scale used for BLT.
Consequently, we are solving an ‘exercise’ where we already know the
answer, namely, the direction of the difference between the control and
polluted sites and the fact that the difference is quite large. Based on this,
we can determine which of the ways to solve this ‘exercise’ is correct and
which is not, i.e. which of the algorithms of coarsening yields the
smallest error. Since it is obvious that such an error depends on the cases
of partial bait consumption, we analyze how common they are.
We consider BLT outcomes for several years, which differ in weather
conditions and therefore in the factors influencing the feeding activity, i.
e. soil temperature and humidity (Gongalsky et al., 2008; Joschko et al.,
2008; Rożen et al., 2010). In this case, these factors should be considered
as confounding because pollution is the main factor under study.
Accordingly, such a comparison makes it possible to assess how stable
the conclusions about the difference between the sites are when using
different scales.
2. Theoretical background
Without losing in general, let us consider the calculation of the
feeding activity value for one bait-lamina strip with a set of holes. The
value of feeding activity in the five-point scale (S5) can be expressed as
follows:
S5 = 0 f0 + 0.25 f0.25 + 0.5 f0.5 + 0.75 f0.75 + 1 f1

(1)

where f0, f0.25, f0.5, f0.75, and f1 are frequencies of holes with 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 1, respectively. The value of feeding activity in rough scales
can also be represented through these frequencies, but with other
weights. The algorithms of coarsening differ depending on what exactly
substitutes this or that intermediate score of the five-point scale, i.e.
0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. Further, in the designations for the three-point (S3)
and two-point (S2) scales on each of the three intermediate positions the
sign ‘+’ indicates an overestimation relative to the five-point scale, the
sign ‘− ’ – an underestimation, the sign ‘0’ – no difference. The algo
rithms of coarsening are summarized in Table 1.
Two algorithms of coarsening are possible for S3. In one case all
intermediate values of S5 are replaced by 0.5, i.e., S3(+0− ). In the
second case, an intermediate value closer to zero is replaced by 0, closer
to one – by 1, and the value of 0.5 is not changed, i.e., S3(− 0 + ). Since
the authors who used a three-point scale did not specify the subtleties of
the procedure (Siebert et al., 2019; Thakur et al., 2018), we considered
both variants of S3.
Four algorithms of coarsening are possible for S2. If all intermediate
values are replaced by 1, this is the strongest overestimation of the rough
scale compared to the reference one, S2(+++). This algorithm was
suggested by Von Törne (1990). If all intermediate values are replaced
by 0, this is the strongest underestimation, S2( − − − ). This algorithm
was used by Podgaiski et al. (2014). Finally, there are two transitional
2
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Table 1
Algorithms that convert the reference scale (S5) into the rough scales and formulas for the absolute difference between S5 and rough scales.
Rough scale
S3(+0− )
S3(− 0 + )
S2(+++)
S2(− ++)
S2(− − +)
S2( − − − )

Points of reference scale

Formula for the absolute difference between S5 and rough scale

0

0.25

0.50

0.75

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0.5
0
1
0
0
0

0.5
0.5
1
1
0
0

0.5
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

variants, where one intermediate value is replaced by 0 and the others
by 1, or vice versa, one is replaced by 1 and the others by 0. The first of
them, S2(− ++), is a variant recommended by the ISO 18311 (ISO,
2016), while the second, S2(− − +), as far as we know, has not been used.
Each of the rough scales can be easily expressed through the fre
quency of intermediate values, similar to formula (1). For example,
S3( + 0 − ) = 0 f0 + 0.5 f0.25 + 0.5 f0.5 + 0.5 f0.75 + f1

–(0.25 f0.25 – 0.25 f0.75)
0.25 f0.25 – 0.25 f0.75
–0.75 f0.25 – 0.5 f0.5 – 0.25 f0.75
0.25 f0.25 – 0.5 f0.5 – 0.25 f0.75
0.25 f0.25 + 0.5 f0.5– 0.25 f0.75
0.25 f0.25 + 0.5 f0.5 + 0.75 f0.75

scales.
It is necessary to pay attention to the fact that at averaging, i.e. at
transition from one strip to their set, the specified decomposition into
components is fair only when the geometric mean rather than the
arithmetic mean is used.
So, for the existence of such considerable bias of the rough scale
relative to the reference scale, which can lead to erroneous inferences,
three conditions must be met: 1) intermediate points exist, i.e. bias can
occur; 2) the relative differences between the reference and rough scale
in polluted and control sites are not equal to each other, i.e. the bias can
affect the statistical inference; 3) the terms of sum (5) are comparable by
module, i.e. the bias is comparable to the effect under study. These
conditions can be formalized as follows:

(2)

Such a representation makes it very easy to calculate the absolute
difference between the reference and rough scale. For example,
S5− S3(+0− )=0.25f0.25 +0.5f0.5 +0.75f0.75 +f1 − (0.5f0.25 +0.5f0.5 +0.5f0.75 +f1 )=
=− 0.25f0.25 +0.25f0.75
(3)
Table 1 presents formulas for the absolute difference between S5 and
other scales. Obviously, in all cases, the difference is determined
exclusively by intermediate values. For the four scales, S3(+0− ), S3(− 0
+ ), S2(− ++), and S2(− − +), depending on the specific combination of
frequency of intermediate values, the difference may either be absent or
negative or positive. For the two scales, regardless of the frequency
combination, the difference is always different from zero and either
always negative (S2(+++)) or always positive (S2( − − − )). For the two
variants of the three-point scale, the difference is the same for the
module, but differs in sign: [S5–S3(− 0 + )] = – [S5–S3(+0− )].
It is convenient to evaluate the impact of pollution on feeding ac
tivity using the effect size index, which allows characterizing not only
the statistical significance, but also the magnitude of differences be
tween the polluted and control sites. As an effect size index, environ
mental applications often use log Response Ratio (RR), which has
several useful properties, in particular, additivity (Hedges et al., 1999).
To take advantage of this property, let us imagine the feeding activity
measured on the rough scale through the value in S5 and the relative
difference between the reference and rough scale (D). For S3 we have
(for other scales in the same way)

IP = (f0.25 + f0.5 + f0.75 ) > 0

(6)

Dpolluted ∕
= Dcontrol or RR(D) ∕
=0

(7)

|RR(D) | > k|RR(S5) |, where 1 > k > 0

(8)

Conditions (6) and (7) should be considered necessary but not suf
ficient, and condition (8) necessary and sufficient. The strict finding of
the k value represents a separate problem, far beyond our consideration.
Probably, the lower boundary of k lies within the range of 0.1–0.3. Thus,
the aim of our work can be reformulated as an empirical check of the
fulfillment of conditions (6), (7), and (8).
3. Materials and methods
3.1. Study area

The BLT is carried out in the southern taiga, in the spruce-fir forest,
in the area affected by long-term emissions from the Middle Ural Copper
Smelter (Revda, Sverdlovsk region). Until recently, this factory was the
largest source of air pollution in Russia: in the 1980s, its emissions
exceeded 220,000 tons of pollutants per year (Vorobeichik and Kai
S3 = S5 D3, where D3 = 1 − (S5 − S3)/S5
(4)
gorodova, 2017). Control sites are located 20 km (one study site) and 30
km (3 study sites) west of the smelter, while polluted sites are located 1
Then RR for the polluted and control sites can be represented as
km (one study site) and 2 km (3 study sites) west of the smelter, a total of
follows:
8 study sites. The soil contamination did not differ considerably among
(
)
(
)
RR(S3) (= log S3polluted / S3
/ S5control D3control = sites within the control area or sites within the polluted area. The study
) control ( = log S5polluted D3polluted
)
log S5polluted / S5control + log D3polluted / D3control = RR(S5) + RR(D3)
sites were permanent, with a size of 10 × 10 m and a distance of
(5)
100–150 m between them.
Long-term (since 1940) deposition of metal(loid)s (Cu, Pb, Cd, Zn,
Thus, the RR of the feeding activity measured in the rough scale is the
Fe, As, etc.) near the smelter resulted in a 10–100-fold excess of their
sum of the RR of the activity measured in the reference scale and the RR
background concentrations in the upper soil horizons (Korkina and
of the relative difference between the reference and rough scale. In other
Vorobeichik, 2018; Vorobeichik and Kaigorodova, 2017). The combi
words, if Ds are the same at the polluted and control sites, even if they
nation of such high concentrations with soil acidification due to sulfur
are very large, then the second term in the formula (5) is zero, and RR for
dioxide emissions, with naturally slightly acidic soils, has had particu
the rough and reference scale are equal to each other. In this case, it does
larly dramatic consequences for terrestrial ecosystems and especially
not matter which scale to use, whether it is a more precise or a less
soil biota (Korkina and Vorobeichik, 2018; Mikryukov et al., 2020;
precise one involving overestimating or underestimating, as the impact
Vorobeichik et al., 2019, 2014). Soil, vegetation and soil fauna in
of pollution will still be estimated equally. Otherwise, i.e., when the
dicators that are important for interpretation of the results are presented
second term in formula (5) is not equal to zero and its value is at least
in Table 2.
somehow comparable with the first term, we can come to various in
It should be noted that in comparison with the control sites,
ferences about the pollution impact using the reference and rough
3
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pollution can be seen with the naked eye: in polluted sites, the accu
mulation of a thick layer of forest litter without signs of its processing by
soil animals is observed (Korkina and Vorobeichik, 2018), which in turn
negatively affects the diversity and recovery of herbaceous vegetation
(Vorobeichik et al., 2014).
Although emissions have almost ceased since 2010 as a result of the
factory reconstruction, there has been no reduction in soil metal content
in highly polluted areas (Vorobeichik and Kaigorodova, 2017), or
revegetation (Vorobeichik et al., 2014). However, with lower levels of
pollution due to the normalization of soil acidity (Vorobeichik and
Kaigorodova, 2017), the recovery of soil macroinvertebrates has started
in the last few years: in particular, earthworms (Vorobeichik et al., 2019,
2020) have advanced closer to the smelter. However, they are still
practically absent in the polluted sites studied in this work.

Table 2
Characteristics of the studied areas.
Area and distance to copper smelter, km
Control

Polluted

30

20

2

Location

N 56◦ 47′ 51′′
E 59◦ 25′ 03′′

N 56◦ 49′ 11′′
E 59◦ 34′ 33′′

Altitude, m a.s.l.
Landscape
description

400
Spruce-fir
forest on the
flattened lower
part of the
eastern slope of
the Kirgishan
Ridge

380
Spruce-fir
forest on the
gentle western
midslope of a
small
mountain (440
m a.s.l.)

N
N
56◦ 50′ 50′′
56◦ 50′ 37′′
E
E
59◦ 51′ 41′′
59◦ 52′ 44′′
415
370
Spruce-fir forest on the
lower gentle part of the
eastern slope of the
Shaitan Ridge

Ab.s. – 50%,
Pic.o. – 20%,
Pop.t. – 20%,
Bet. – 10%.

Ab.s. – 40%,
Pic.o. – 30%,
Bet. – 20%,
Pop.t. – 10%.

Stand
description
composition

1

3.2. Data collection

1

BLTs were performed twice every growing season (May-June and
August-September) for 5 years (2015–2019) and only once (September)
in 2019. Following the recommendation of ISO 18311 (ISO, 2016) in
this paper we included in the analysis only those rounds where the
average feeding activity in the layer with maximum activity (the upper
half of the strip, see 3.4) was higher than 30% on at least one study site
of the control area. The rounds that met this condition turned out to be 7
out of 9 (Table 3).
During this time, the technical performance of the BLT did not
change. Plastic strips, 160 mm × 6 mm × 1.5 mm, with 16 bi-conical
apertures 1.5 mm in diameter arranged every 5 mm were used. A
mixture of nettle leaf powder and microcrystalline cellulose (3:7 w/w)
was used as bait-material. The strips filled with the bait were dried at
room temperature for two days.
On each study site 25 strips were exposed at a distance of 0.5–1.0 m
from each other. The locations of the strips within the study site were
chosen randomly, excluding areas around trunks of large trees with a
radius of about 1 m, as well as areas of visible soil disturbance. In
different years, the locations were not the same.
At the installation point incisions in the forest litter and mineral
horizon were made previously with a sharp knife. The strips were
installed strictly vertically; the upper hole corresponded to a depth of
0.5 cm from the litter surface, the lower hole – 8.0 cm. Within the round,
the strips were installed and removed in one day at all study sites. The
duration of exposure was 7 days, except for two rounds in 2015, when it
was equal to 9 and 11 days (see Table 3).

Pic.o. –
50%,
Ab.s. –
40%,
Bet. –
10%.

Pic.o. –
50%,
Ab.s. –
30%,
Bet. –
10%,
Sal. –
10%.
77
77
200
113
Agrostis capillaris

age, year
stock, m3/ha
Dominant
species of
herbaceous
layer 2
Soil type 3

100
100
413
523
Oxalis acetosella, Dryopteris spp.,
Calamagrostis arundinacea,
Aegopodium podagraria, Ajuga
reptans
Albic Retisol (Cutanic)

Prevailing
humus form 4
Thickness of
forest litter* 4,
cm
Acid-soluble
concentration
in forest litter*
4
, μg/g:
Cu
Pb
Cd
pH (water) in
forest litter * 4
Abundance**,
ind./m2:
earthworms
(excluding
cocoons) 5
enchytraeids 5
diplopods 5
collembolans 6

Dysmull

Stagnic Retisol (Cutanic,
Toxic)
Eumor

1.5 ± 0.1

5.8 ± 0.2

37.3 ± 4.3
67.3 ± 8.3
2.4 ± 0.2
5.9 ± 0.1

3484.3 ± 543.1
2462.5 ± 327.0
16.6 ± 2.6
4.9 ± 0.1

238 ± 25

1.1 ± 1.2

1005 ± 138
11.3 ± 5.3
35333 ± 3403

4.1 ± 2.6
3.4 ± 1.9
12376 ± 2349

3.3. Measurements in the laboratory
In order to prevent the bait-material from drying out before mea
surements, strips were stored in plastic bags in a refrigerator at 5◦ Celsius
(for not more than 7–8 days). Immediately after the extraction from the
refrigerator, the perforation of each hole was visually assessed. The

Note: (a) * – ±SE, n = 5, study site as replication, ** – ±SE, n = 9–11 study site ×
year as replication; (b) Ab.s. – Abies sibirica, Pic.o. – Picea obovata, Pop.t. – Populus
tremula, Bet. – Betula spp., Sal. – Salix spp.; (c) References: 1 – Bergman and
Vorobeichik (2017), 2 – Mikryukov and Dulya (2017), 3 – Vorobeichik and
Kaigorodova (2017), 4 – Korkina and Vorobeichik (2018), 5 – Vorobeichik et al.
(2019), 6 – Kuznetsova (2009).

Table 3
Dates of BLTs and maximal feeding activity (%) in control area (upper half of
strip).

earthworms, i.e. the key group of soil decomposers, are absent in
polluted areas (Vorobeichik et al., 2019, 2020); the abundance of other
soil detritivores has been sharply reduced, in particular enchytraeids,
diplopods, mollusks (Vorobeichik et al., 2019), and collembolans
(Kuznetsova, 2009). In our previous studies, we have found a decrease in
the feeding activity of soil animals by the BLT (Vorobeichik and Berg
man, 2020; Vorobeichik et al., 2007). The composition and diversity of
soil microflora have also been changed (Mikryukov and Dulya, 2017;
Mikryukov et al., 2020) and the rate of cellulose decomposition has been
reduced (Vorobeichik and Pishchulin, 2011). Adverse effects of metal
4

Year/
round

Start
date

End
date

Duration,
days

Maximal
feeding
activity

Inclusion in the
analysis

2015/1
2015/2
2016/1
2016/2
2017/1
2017/2
2018/1
2018/2
2019/1

10.08
01.09
25.05
29.08
22.05
01.09
04.06
04.09
02.09

21.08
10.09
01.06
05.09
29.05
08.09
11.06
11.09
09.09

11
9
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

86
69
41
24
34
58
65
16
64

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
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following five-point scale was used: 0 – untouched; 0.25 – approxi
mately 25% of the hole area eaten; 0.5 – 50%; 0.75 – 75%; 1 – hole is
fully empty. All measurements for all rounds were made by one
operator.
Some of the strips exposed in 2019 in the control (12 strips) and
polluted (6 strips) sites were used to analyze the relationship between
the score and the weight of the remaining bait (18 strips in total). The
strips were selected randomly, excluding ‘homogeneous’ variants, i.e.
when all holes in the strip were with a score of 0 or 1. After the evalu
ation of the perforation, the strips were dried at room temperature for
two days. After that, the remaining bait was removed from each hole
with a dissecting needle. In addition, to determine the initial mass of the
bait, it was similarly extracted from 60 holes of unexposed strips, which
were prepared in a standard manner. The extracted bait was weighed
individually for each hole on analytical scales HR-120 (A&D Company,
Japan) with an accuracy of 0.1 mg.
3.4. Data analysis
The relationship between the feeding activity score and the mass of
the remaining bait was approximated by linear regression. The differ
ence between the initial mass of the bait and the mass at zero point after
exposure was estimated by the Student t-test.
Feeding activity was considered both for the whole strip (16 holes,
layer 0.5–8.0 cm) and separately for its two halves: the top (8 top holes,
layer 0.5–4.0 cm) and the bottom (8 bottom holes, layer 4.5–8.0 cm).
From the obtained array of values in a five-point scale six arrays with
values in rough scales according to the algorithms presented in Table 1
were formed.
Relative differences D were calculated by the formula (4) and
compared between the control and polluted areas using the MannWhitney test, while multiple comparisons between the scales were
performed using the Dunn test (nonparametric alternative to the Tukey
test). The correlation between the average feeding activity and the total
percentage of intermediate points (IP) was estimated with the Spearman
coefficient. The use of ordinal tests was dictated by the lack of infor
mation about the theoretical distribution of the variables under
consideration.
The decomposition of RR into components was done by formula (5)
using geometric mean. In 11 cases out of 168 (7 rounds × 8 study sites ×
3 variants, i.e. the whole strip, the upper and lower halves) the geo
metric mean was not determined because there were no values with a
score of 1 on the five-point scale. In these cases, the number of holes with
the point 1 equal to 0.1 was conditionally accepted. Since the variance of
RR using the geometric mean is not known, RR was also calculated in a
standard way through the arithmetic mean. We used unbiased estimator
RRΔ (Lajeunesse, 2015), ARPobservation v.1.2.0 in R package 3.6.3
(Pustejovsky, 2019). The feeding activity values were preliminarily
transformed as arcsin√x. The effect sizes index for which the 95%
confidence interval (CI) did not include zero was considered as
significant.
The study site, i.e. the average activity value of 25 strips, was
counted as a replicate. Since the distances between the strips within the
study site are considerably (100–300 times) smaller than the distances
between the sites, it is correct to consider the study site as a true
replicate.

Fig. 1. Relationships between bait mass remaining (average ± standard error)
and score of five-point scale (for scores 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 n = 147, 31, 30,
21, and 41, respectively). The filled dot represents the initial bait mass before
exposure (n = 60); empty dots represent bait mass after exposure. The linear
regression curve obtained for bait mass after exposure is illustrated.

values to the fraction of the remaining mass, indicates a direct propor
tionality between the fraction of the bait disappearance, estimated by
the area decrease, and the fraction estimated by the mass decrease.
Intermediate points occupy an essential part of all non-zero values
(Fig. 2). In the control area, IP is on the average (±SE, n = 28, 7 rounds
× 4 sites) 28 ± 3% (11 to 68%), while in the polluted area it is almost
twice as much: 66 ± 4% (21 to 100%). The smaller the average activity
value, the more IP there is: for the control area Spearman’s coefficient is
–0.73, p < 0.0001, for the polluted area correlation is –0.50, p = 0.007.
The value of the relative difference between the reference and rough

4. Results
The mass of the bait in the holes with score 0 after exposure (±SD,
1.51 ± 0.22 mg) was significantly lower than the initial bait mass (1.93
± 0.33 g), t = 11.0, p≪0.0001, weight loss was 21.8%. There is a clear
linear relationship between the points and remaining bait mass: F
(1;268) = 2394, p≪0.0001, R2 = 0.90 (Fig. 1). Slopes and intercepts are
practically equal to each other by modulus (±SE, − 1.498 ± 0.031 and
1.497 ± 0.015, respectively), i.e. the transition from absolute mass

Fig. 2. Relationships between total percentage of intermediate points (0.25,
0.5, and 0.75) from all nonzero values and average feeding activity for the
whole strip: (1) control area; (2) polluted area.
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scale differs between the scales; also it is different in the control and
polluted areas (Fig. 3). According to |D|, the scales are lined up in the
ascending order as follows:
S3(+0− ) = S3(− 0 + ) ≈ S2(− ++) > S2(− − +) > S2( − − − ) ≈ S2
(+++).
The first extreme group of the series, i.e., S3 and S2(− ++), signifi
cantly differs from the second extreme group, i.e., S2( − − − ) and S2
(+++), by Dunn’s test (at least with p = 0.0134), and the differences
within these groups are insignificant. This series is the same for both
control and polluted areas, though the conspecific values are far from
the diagonal: in almost all cases, the relative difference is higher in the
polluted sites compared to the control ones. The difference is particu
larly large for the extreme scales of the series (average for all rounds,
±SE, n = 7): |D| for S2(+++) in the control area is 18 ± 4% (maximum
38%), while in the polluted area it is 66 ± 12% (118%), and for S2
( − − − ) it is 16 ± 3% (33%) and 50 ± 6% (71%), respectively. |D| for S3
and S2(− ++) are small: in the control area it is 1 ± 1% and 3 ± 1%
(maximum 4% and 6%), while in the polluted area it is 8 ± 3% and 7 ±
2% (24% and 15%). The differences between the control and polluted
areas are significant for all scales (Mann-Whitney test, at least p =
0.0127, n = 7), except for S2(− ++).
The decomposition by formula (5) allows us to identify the reasons
for the bias of the effect size index of the rough scales relative to the
reference scale (Fig. 4). RR(S5), i.e. the first term of the sum, is in all
cases negative, which indicates an adverse effect of pollution on feeding
activity. However, RR(D), i.e. the second term of the sum, is not equal to
zero, and shifts the effect size index of the rough scales to one side or

another. The bias is minimal for S3 and S2(− ++) scales: by module
(average for all rounds and variants, ±SE, n = 21) it is only 4 ± 1%
(from + 0.1% to –15.8%). For the other scales, the bias is quite
considerable. For S2( − − − ) the bias is always negative, i.e. it over
estimates the effect size, by module it is 48 ± 9% (from –2.2% to
–167.3%). For S2(− − +) the bias is also negative, but less large (23 ±
4%, from 0 to 70%). For S2(+++), on the contrary, due to different signs
of the terms of the sum (5), the effect size is underestimated by 20 ± 3%
(from 1.3% to 73.1%).
Comparison of 95% CI RRΔ for S5 and for rough scales shows the
same picture in the overwhelming majority of cases (Fig. 5). However, in
several cases the transition from S5 to rough scales shifts the statistical
inference: a significant effect ceases to be significant (S2(+++) and S2
(− ++) for the whole strip, S2( − − − ) and S2(− ++) for the lower half)
or, conversely, an insignificant effect becomes significant (S2( − − − ) for
the upper half, S2(+++) for the lower half).
5. Discussion
A clear linear relationship between a five-point scale and the bait
mass remaining after the exposure is very important for the interpreta
tion of the results (see Fig. 1). Firstly, this dependence allows inter
preting BLT outcomes specifically as the rate of consumption of plant
material by soil invertebrates and not just as a conventional index. In
other words, the average activity value of a set of strips on a five-point
scale is equivalent to the average mass of bait consumed in a fixed time.
It should be noted that when using a rough two-point scale, i.e. in terms
of the proportion of empty holes, this interpretation is not obvious.
Considering the portion of the bait consumed as the rate of its disap
pearance allows directly integrating the BLT results into the conceptual
framework for the analysis of organic matter decomposition (Berg and
McClaugherty, 2008). Secondly, it makes it reasonable to apply standard
statistical methods suitable for variables measured on a ratio scale, such
as mass. In particular, it is possible to use Response Ratio instead of Risk
Ratio or Odds Ratio as would be necessary in the case of a variable
measured in an ordinal scale. Thirdly, it ensures the satisfactory accu
racy of the five-point scale for estimating bait consumption rate giving
grounds for assuming it as a reference scale. Fourthly, it indicates a good
reproducibility of the visual measurement procedure, since the mass
variation of the remaining bait within a single point was not very large:
it rather arises from the discreteness of the five-point scale applied to the
measurement of a continuous value, rather than from visual evaluation
errors.
The reasons for the significant difference between the initial mass of
the bait and the mass after exposure at a zero point of ~20% in 7 days of
exposure can be as follows: 1) microbial degradation of the material, 2)
leaching of soluble compounds and/or mechanical losses, 3) bait con
sumption by invertebrates that did not result in perforation. It is well
known that in litter bag tests, even under exclusion of soil fauna, the
mass of plant material decreases exponentially over time, i.e., the
greatest losses occur during the early stages of decomposition. This is
due to both chemical leaching of easily soluble substances and microbial
degradation of easily biodegradable compounds such as sugars and
proteins (Berg and McClaugherty, 2008). However, such losses are
clearly insufficient to be visually assessed by bait perforation in such a
short exposure. In defaunated soil, but with active microflora, the
perforation of holes is absent (Gongalsky et al., 2008; Helling et al.,
1998; Von Törne, 1990). On the other hand, and in the absence of
perforation, i.e., when there is no opening in the entire thickness of the
bait, traces of its consumption by soil invertebrates can be seen, and
sometimes the volume of bait consumed may even exceed the volume at
minimum but not zero perforation (Von Törne, 1990). Without addi
tional experiments, we cannot estimate the contribution of these causes.
However, it was logical to take the mass of the exposed bait at zero point
as the initial mass when analyzing the dependence of the remaining
mass on the score rather than the initial mass before the exposure.

Fig. 3. Relative difference (%) between the reference and rough scales on
control (X-axis) and polluted (Y-axis) area (for whole bait-lamina strip). S3
(− 0+) is not shown because it is symmetrical to S3(+0− ).
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Fig. 4. Effect size index (ln Response Ratio using the geometric mean) for reference scale (gray), relative difference between the reference and rough scale (black)
and rough scale (empty) for upper half of strip, lower half of strip, and whole strip.

The first of the necessary conditions for the existence of bias of the
rough scales in relation to the reference one (formula 6) was fulfilled.
The percentage of intermediate points of feeding activity turned out to
be very large: from one-third to two-thirds of the number of non-zero
values, and in some cases up to 100% (see Fig. 2). Firstly, it testifies
to the importance of the topic we are discussing. Secondly, it means that
the ‘Procrustean bed’ of the two-point scale is too ‘uncomfortable’ to
measure feeding activity: such a strong discreteness badly corresponds
to the continuous value of bait consumption. Thirdly, cases of too much
‘freedom of will’ for operators in the visual evaluation of bait

consumption are quite frequent, which can cause considerable errors
and at least requires a clear regulation of measurements.
The total percentage of intermediate points is particularly high at
low feeding activity values, which are more numerous in the polluted
area, as observed in our study (see Fig. 2). Differences between sites are
likely related to changes in the spectrum of bait consumers (Vorobeichik
and Bergman, 2020). Near the studied smelter, earthworms play a major
role in the control sites, but they are almost absent in the polluted area
(Vorobeichik et al., 2019). Obviously, earthworms are more likely to
fully eat out the bait in a particular hole once it is detected than other
7
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Fig. 5. Effect size index (RRΔ , ±95% CI) for reference scale (empty dot) and rough scales (filled dots): (a) upper half of bait-lamina strip; (b) lower half of baitlamina strip; (c) whole strip.
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Comparison of the five-point scale and rough scale simulates the
decision making by the operator when attributing the amount of bait
consumption in a particular hole to a point on a three-point or two-point
scale. Strictly speaking, the difference between the reference scale and
the rough scale depends on the continuous variable domain where the
uncertainty of the operator’s decision making is particularly high. It
turned out that cases corresponding to this domain are not uncommon:
they make up from one-third to two-thirds, and sometimes up to 100%
of all cases. This suggests that the issue under consideration is not farfetched.
We have shown that two scales are the least dangerous in terms of
artifacts, namely the three-point scale and the scale recommended by
ISO 18311 (ISO, 2016). Therefore, we recommend using them as an
acceptable surrogate for a five-point scale. Other two-point scales are
fraught with risk of artifacts, so they should be avoided.
On the one hand, our results relate to a polluted area near a partic
ular smelter. On the other hand, metal pollution is similar to the effects
of other adverse factors such as pesticides (Förster et al., 2011) or
drought (Siebert et al., 2019; Thakur et al., 2018). Therefore, in our
opinion, the conclusions relate to comparison of sites with high and low
feeding activity of soil detritivores irrespective of the factors genesis.
In this paper we have not analyzed the reasons for differences be
tween years and rounds and between upper and lower halves of strips, as
these are separate tasks. However, consideration of different years,
seasons and soil layers has increased the diversity of situations. We have
demonstrated that artifacts do not occur frequently, but even if they are
relatively rare, their danger should not be neglected.

potential consumers, e.g. microarthropods, enchytraeids, larvae of
Nematoceran flies, etc. at least because of their larger size. Smaller or
ganisms need more time to detect bait and to consume it, which is why
there are so many holes with ‘unfinished meal’ in polluted areas. The
frequency distribution of points in the five-point scale can even be an
indirect indicator of the decomposer size distribution.
The second necessary condition (formula 7) was also fulfilled. The
relative difference between the reference and rough scales turned out to
be 2–6 times greater in the polluted area in comparison with the control
area (see Fig. 3).
Finally, the third, sufficient, condition (formula 8) was also fulfilled.
It turned out that sometimes RR(D) is almost equal to RR(S5) or a little
less. In other words, RR(D) can be so large that it can shift the effect size
index of the rough scales significantly in comparison with the reference
scale. This bias is especially large for S2( − − − ) and, to a lesser extent,
for S2(− − +), i.e., when using these scales, the effect size index can
almost double in comparison with the true value. Thus, the risk of a type
I error in statistical hypothesis testing increases: if there is no effect, you
may assume that it exists. For another extreme variant, S2(+++), on the
contrary, the true value of effect size index is understated, sometimes by
almost a third, which increases the risk of a type II error: if there is an
effect, it can be considered absent. The situation is rather permissible
only for S3 and S2(− ++): for them the bias of effect size index relative to
the true value is small (on average less than 5%) and they can probably
be neglected.
After a transition to the standard variant of RR calculation on the
basis of arithmetic average our fears were confirmed: in a number of
cases rejection errors are possible (see Fig. 5). It should be noted that we
deliberately did not perform p-value correction for multiple hypothesis
checking (for example, by False Discovery Rate control), because our
goal was to imitate the decision making procedure in a single BLT.
Thus, we have demonstrated that the use of rough scales in evalu
ating the impact of pollution on feeding activity can be a source of ar
tifacts. The main practical conclusion of our work is that the scales are
arranged as follows as their preferability decreases: five-point scale or
more precise scale, three-point scale, and two-point scale recommended
by ISO 18311 (ISO, 2016). For three-point scales, it does not matter
which algorithm distributes the partial bait consumption between the
points. The use of other scales should be avoided. In any case, it is
important to provide comprehensive information about the scale used in
the work, i.e. the thresholds for bait consumption corresponding to a
specific score.
BLT outcomes are usually characterized by high spatial heteroge
neity even in the absence of any adverse impacts (Gongalskii et al.,
2003; Irmler, 1998), and damaging effects further increase variability
(Joschko et al., 2008; Vorobeichik and Bergman, 2020). Therefore, the
already high uncertainty in the estimation of average feeding activity
should not be increased using unacceptable rough scales, especially
since more adequate scales do not require any additional effort.
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6. Conclusions
The amount of bait consumption by soil organisms is a continuous
variable that is evaluated as a discrete variable to speed up and facilitate
measurements. We have shown that the number of scale points and
thresholds corresponding to specific points is very important. And what
is important is not that the absolute value of feeding activity depends on
these choices – this is trivial. It is crucial that by using different scales
one can come to dissimilar conclusions about the influence of the
investigated factor on the feeding activity. This means that the choice of
scale is not just a secondary technical issue that can be painlessly
ignored.
We have established that a five-point scale satisfactorily estimates
the continuous bait consumption value, indicating that it can be
accepted as a reference scale. The feeding activity index evaluated on a
five-point scale is a good surrogate for the bait’s disappearance rate.
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